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HOLE CLEANING
HEAVY WEIGHT
OUR PATENTED-DESIGN HOLE
CLEANING HEAVY WEIGHT IS YET
ANOTHER NXG PRODUCT FORGED
BY EXPERIENCE. FIND OUT HOW OUR
HCHW CAN DELIVER SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTIONS IN TORQUE AND DRAG.
A next-generation product that will give you an
operational edge, it’s the result of painstaking
research, design and development work by industry
innovators. Our pioneering HCHW delivers significant
reductions in torque and drag because of both its
hole cleaning capabilities and reduced wall contact
in the critical bottom hole assembly area.

nxg-group.com

NXG TECHNOLOGIES’ HOLE
CLEANING HEAVY WEIGHT IS
ANYTHING BUT STANDARD.
KEY FEATURES
- Hole cleaning via stirring
up cuttings beds from the
low side of the wellbore.
- The wall contact and
bladed area’s are protected
by hardbanding. These
applications ensure the
product can be run in open hole
and also due to the low friction
properties of the hardbanding
there will be minimal
damage / wear to casing.

- Reduces the requirement
for additional connections
while benefitting from the
hole cleaning technology,
standard stand lengths
are still maintained.

- An ideal solution for ERD
wells where torque build-up
can restrict the high rotation
required to aid hole cleaning.

- The HCHW can be placed
in the BHA as a substitute
to standard heavy weight.
Aggressively priced to compete
with standard heavy weight,
therefore giving our customer
all the benefits of heavy
weight and hole cleaning at
no additional financial cost.

PRICED TO COMPETE
WITH STANDARD HEAVY
WEIGHT THEREFORE
GIVING ALL THE
BENEFITS WITH NO
FINANCIAL RISK

- NXG HCHW can also be offered
as a drill pipe version which
can be placed within the drill
string to allow the HCDP to
agitate the cuttings within
the main flow area and by
moving up the hole reduces
any cuttings build up.

SPECIFICATION (all sizes in inches unless otherwise specified)
Tool Series No

Nominal Size

Inside Diameter

Tool Joint OD

Centre Section
Diameter

NXG-HW-3500

3-1/2

2-1/4

5

4-3/4

NXG-HW-4000

4

2-9/16

5

5

NXG-HW-4500

4-1/2

2-1/18

6-1/4

6-1/4

NXG-HW-5000

5

3-1/4

6-5/8

6-5/8

NXG-HW-5500

5-1/2

3-1/2

7

7

NXG-HW-5875

5-7/8

4

7

7

NXG-HW-6625

6-5/8

4-1/2

8

8

Customer specified API and premium double shoulder and high torque connections available on request.

WANT MORE INFORMATION ON OUR HOLE CLEANING HEAVY WEIGHT?
VISIT WWW.NXG-GROUP.COM OR EMAIL US AT INFO@NXG-GROUP.COM

